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Learn How. United States of America Annotation: This essay discusses the nature of prison violence using a
typological approach to categorize violent phenomena in correctional institutions according to their controls,
participants, and goals. People have access to education in many different setting. Their main purpose is to
observe the behavior between guards and prisoners in a simulated environment, and whether or not a prison
environment aided in rehabilitating inmates, or increased the possibility of violent behavior. They can get a
shower, a warm meal, and some clothes free of charge and get released the next day. Prison violence and the
high numbers of disruptive inmates led prison authorities to seek new ways to control prisoners. Governor,
there are many ways to reduce the current problem of prison overcrowding; unfortunately many of them are
not popular as they are seen as being soft on crime and as we both know that is not favorably looked upon.
Living in prison with have a great impact on the psychological part of your life. Moreover what I also learn
from this research is that females engage in trash talking and spreading rumors to hurt the other prisoners.
Thus the birth of the prison system began. In addition, these prisoners are generally successful in calming the
new, younger inmates Dieter. Communal living while incarcerated offers rehabilitation as well as a support
group where inmates can share their common experiences and troubles I think if the authors would of
concentrate in male and female prisons equally the findings would off probably show that the rates of violence
for both male and female inmates are somewhat the same. The environment depicting the dark and gloomy
hallways leading to the multi-level tiers of cells, which housing hundreds of convicted felonies that would
never see the light of day. They have no control over any aspect of their daily lives, but instead they are
minded by prison jurisdiction. Even after hundreds of years, the American prison system is flawed. Rivalries
and territory wars with other gangs bring violence to neighborhoods and endanger the lives of Those
individuals with higher levels of self-control have also been found less likely to be victimized by other
inmates. Male sexual violence involves more force due to the fact of strength and more aggressiveness which
is male nature. As a consequence this could off manipulate the data that indicates that male prisoners engage
in more violence. Typically used to describe individual trends, this model suggests that a primary component
in the creation of a violent prison culture is the reality that the inmate population consists of individuals who
come from violent, disadvantaged communities with lower socioeconomic standing. One of the main reasons
is the violence, and this violence occurs in every prison around the world. The prison system did not respond
to her. I plan to persuade the other side politicians and society into seeing that the way the prison system is
now, is not ethical nor economical and it must change. And we also know that the ratio of supervision of guard
to inmate is extremely high. Living in prison with have a great impact on the psychological part of your life.
First, I will define the jail system, and what this system can do for the citizens. Internal social controls are far
weaker in prison because of the high percentage of inmates who have not internalized normative society's
values and conditioning for nonviolence and the prison subculture's tendency to use violence to deal with
frustration and various social problems. Although the basic model of prisoner-prisoner violence also applies to
prisoner-staff and staff-prisoner violence, differences exist in the distribution of types of violence because of
the significant power imbalance between prisoners and staff.


